The Art of Luxury Real Estate Auctions
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Kona, Hawaii
Custom Designed By Cher
Sold for $8.72M
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Fairplay, Maryland
Historic Rockland
Sold for $1.5M
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Executive Summary

Whitefish, MonTana
Lakefront Residence
Sold for $2.48M
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Focused, Experienced & Endorsed
Concierge is the top choice for strategic sellers of luxury real estate who
want to accelerate the sales process and maximize value. The company
has a proven track record of activating qualified retail buyers for highnet-worth sellers, developers, financial institutions, estates and trustees.
The principals of Concierge are seasoned in the luxury real estate,
auction and finance industries and have been directly involved with over
$2B of high-end property sales in the past 10 years.
Concierge is solely focused on selling the finest properties, typically
ranging between $2.5M and $20M, and as a result is a preferred auction
provider to leading luxury brokerage firms throughout the U.S.
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“As a client of THE Sotheby’s Auction House, I’m familiar
with and confident in the auction format as the most
efficient process to produce the highest value for
the finest, most unique items. I was extremely impressed
by the Concierge team. They followed through
on every promise and generated more showings in
five weeks than the property had experienced in nearly
three

years

on

the

market.

Concierge

clearly

knows how to separate premier properties from the
pack and garner the focus of qualified buyers. I’m
thrilled they were able to generate today’s sale,
and I can now move on with my future endeavors.”
Heidi Steiger
Seller, Topridge
Tuxedo Park, New York
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Concierge is the only
auction firm
that offers the same
Customized Experience
for luxury homes
as today’s most prestigious
high-end antiquities
and art auction houses.

DALLAS, TEXAS
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CHAMP D’OR
SOLD - PReviously offered for $35M

“I was fortunate to work with Concierge Auctions in the
auctioning of Tulip Hill c.1756. The Concierge marketing
team had a comprehensive strategy for positioning this

an efficient & effective process
The time certainty of the auction process, combined with traditional

property in front of motivated and qualified buyers

brokerage efforts, is the most efficient and effective disposition vehicle

and executed the auction with over a dozen bidders

buyers to act.

attending from across the USA and several from

Concierge’s unique, fully-integrated approach offers the best aspects

Europe. The property sold for over the prior market

and terms of the sale. Contracts are without contingencies and close

list price. It is interesting to note that the high bidder

in many markets the Net Present Value achieved may be superior

for premier and storied properties, creating urgency and forcing

of traditional brokerage, while allowing the seller to control the timing
on the seller’s chosen date, typically within four weeks. As a result,
relative to traditional brokerage methods alone.

had been considering the property for over a year,
but it took the urgency of the auction for her to act.
This was truly an impressive event and most importantly,
the seller is very happy.”
Gary Geston, Long & Foster Real Estate
LISTING AGENT, Tulip Hill
Harwood, Maryland
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Why Auction
Luxury Real Estate?

Dana Point, California
Ocean Residence
SOLD - PReviously offered for $15M
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MAXIMIZING VALUE FOR
INCOMPARABLE PROPERTIES
The auction process is a time-honored, proven
technique to establish value for the most unique,
storied assets. Particularly true in today’s economic
climate, only through competition can the market
price of an incomparable property be identified.

Teton Valley, Idaho
Rockin’ S Ranch
Sold for $4.18M
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Concierge VS. THE STATUS QUO
Concierge

STATUS QUO

Time certain outcome

Unpredictable timing

Differentiate property and create separation

1–5 years of housing supply

from competing sellers

in most luxury markets

Buyers compelled to act due to urgency and

Buyer trepidation of market unknowns

context of value through bidding in an open forum
Buyer controls timing and terms
Seller controls timing and terms
Negotiated sales price
As-is sale without contingencies
Higher expenses for unknown timeframe of carry,
thus lower Net Present Value

Maximum market-driven price, and higher
Net Present Value due to shorter sales process

A TIME CERTAIN SALE
The Concierge 60-day solution may deliver a higher Net Present Value than the status quo.
STATUS QUO	

Concierge

$10,000,000

$10,000,000

Estimated Contract Price

$8,000,000

$8,000,000

Monthly Cost of Carry2

$40,000

$40,000

Months to Sell

40

2

Approximate Carry Until Sold

$1,600,000

$80,000

Approximate Proceeds

$6,400,000

$7,920,000

List Price
1

3

“Today, in the traditional sales process, signing a
contract is only the beginning of the negotiations. in
our process, it’s the end.”
MIKE RUSSO, COO, Concierge

Assuming 80% of list
Taxes, insurance & maintenance, approximated at 0.5% per month
3
The national average based on absorption, from the Institute for Luxury Home Marketing
1
2
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“The Concierge TEAM WAS exceedingly professional —
an aggressive group of individuals who in many ways
reminded me of my days on Wall Street. Before choosing
to auction I weighed all of my options and analyzed the
Concierge process in detail. Ultimately, I was excited
about the highly customized marketing plan, and they
executed on everything promised. The process attracted
interest, generated competition and created a market. It
was a thrilling experience, and I firmly believe the future
of luxury home sales will be increasingly weighted
towards the Concierge Auctions methodology.”
ANDREW OSINSKI
Seller, TOKENEKE TRAIL
DARIEN, CONNECTICUT
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THE REAL ESTATE LANDSCAPE: L-SHAPED RECOVERY

There are 3.6 million existing homes and 236,000 new

The net present value of selling today is likely superior to waiting.

homes for sale in America, and A recent Zillow.com
survey shows 8% of homeowners, or about 10 million
Americans, are “very likely” to sell if and as local
conditions improve.

This “pent-up supply”, combined with foreclosures
already in the pipeline and those yet to come because of
negative equity and job losses, means it will take threeto-five years “before we see more normal appreciation
rates return to the market,” Zillow.com Chief economist
Stan Humphries predicts.
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Kailua-Kona, Hawaii
Kuki’o
Sold for $4.95M

TODAY’S LUXURY HOME BUYER
Concierge understands today’s market, and our team is
effective at activating today’s luxury buyers. Even in this
challenging market, there are qualified buyers looking to
purchase luxury homes. Today’s buyers are not speculators
but rather are purchasing for personal use, and they are
searching for value.

“THE LUXURY HOME MARKET has experienced a
dramatic change. Most of our clients have
RETURNED TO THE FUNDAMENTALS OF HOME
OWNERSHIP — PURCHASE TO LIVE IN AND ENJOY
— and don’t expect a recovery in prices
any time soon.”
LAURA BRADY, PRESIDENT, Concierge
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About
Concierge

JACKSON HOLE, WYOMING
The BIGHORN LODGE
Sold for $7.3M
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Our process delivers RESULTS
It’s not uncommon for the properties we sell at auction to deliver

“This was the fourth property that Concierge has sold

record prices. A few examples of recent record sales are Pa Gomo,
which achieved the highest price in the past 5 years in Telluride, CO;

for us, and we continue to be pleased by their results.

Villa Collina, which achieved the highest price ever in Knoxville, TN;
and Teton Valley Ranch, which achieved the highest price in Jackson

Their sales and marketing teams are extremely skilled,

Hole, WY in over a year.

and their ability to attract buyers within a short period
We succeed in selling 77% of the properties we’re engaged to auction.
Our current statistics for each property sold at auction are as follows:

of time is impressive. We look forward to using Concierge

•

12 buyers registered to bid

again and would certainly recommend them to other

•

75 previews were conducted

•

310 prospective buyers inquired

•

Over 3,000 visitors viewed the property’s auction website

•

53% of the buyers were represented by third party brokers

sellers of luxury properties who want to achieve a
highly satisfactory price in a time-efficient manner.”
MARK HARNER
Seller, Punaloa Place
Kona, Hawaii
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OUR DATABASE
Concierge has established a far-reaching database of luxury clients
and top agents nationwide who are searching for premier buying
opportunities. The database currently includes over 200,000 contacts
who are residents of over 40 different countries.
The firm manages communication with its database on a weekly basis
and contuniually works to gather intelligence about each contact. We
know where they live, which geographic areas and amenities are of
interest, their price ranges and more. Further, through our database
management and marketing tracking platforms, we are able to track
how each contact found out about our services, how often they are
reading our email communication, when they are visiting our website
and which properties they inquire about, among other valuable insight.
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WHITE-GLOVE SERVICE FROM
OUR Client services team
Each property is assigned a dedicated Project Manager (“PM”) who handles all
aspects of the sales outreach from the exposure launch until auction day. The PM is
on site daily and engages the local real estate brokerage community, ensuring the
property and upcoming auction are a top priority. The PM is the primary interface
with the listing agent and the owner during the exposure period. Importantly, they
work closely with the Concierge Marketing Team to assess the effectiveness of all
advertising efforts, so changes can be made if necessary to generate the most
visibility for the upcoming auction. Our PMs have extensive experience in selling
luxury real estate and are fully committed to achieving our client’s objectives.

Kailua-Kona, Hawaii
Kuki’o
Sold for $3.74M
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Kailua-Kona, Hawaii
Kuki’o
5 Sales for $14.49M

“The

Concierge

Auctions

process

generated

a

tremendous response. We had more interested buyers
through the property than had visited in the entire
26 months of it being listed previously through
traditional brokerage efforts alone. We partnered
with Concierge because of their great reputation. They
were professional from the start, and their marketing
efforts were outstanding. We are pleased with the
result and excited that Felicity Farm will be enjoyed by
its new owners for years to come.”
CHRIS ROBBINS
Seller, Felicity Farm
Wawa, Pennsylvania
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AUCTION TECHNOLOGY
AND auctioneers
Our state-of-the-art website includes high-resolution
photography, detailed descriptions and diligence materials
for each auction property, and the Instant Gavel online
bidding platform allows buyers to participate in our auctions
real-time over the Internet.
Every Concierge auctioneer possesses years of experience
in the luxury auction industry. Our auctioneers understand
luxury buyers and the precise techniques necessary to
maximize value for multi-million dollar homes. Each is a
member of the National Association of Auctioneers and
exudes a high level of sophistication.
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TELLURIDE, COLORADO
PA GOMO
Sold for $13.2M
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The Concierge
Process
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PROPERTY ANALYSIS
Before accepting an assignment, Concierge will complete a preliminary property
analysis to determine whether the property qualifies.
Currently one property is accepted for every 25 analyzed.

1

PROPERTY
DETAILS
PROVIDED

2

DISCOVERY
CONFERENCE
CALL WITH
AGENT &
SELLER

3

Property
& Market
Analysis

4

AUCTION
MARKETING
AGREEMENT
(AMA)

AUCTION TIMELINE

“I am thankful to the Concierge team for their diligent
and expert work. The widespread auction exposure

Once engaged, the Concierge strategy can be completed within 60 days. During
the auction preparation and exposure, the property remains on the market with

and corresponding buyer interest was undeniable,

its listing broker.

1

AUCTION
PREPARATION

2

AUCTION
EXPOSURE

3

Close
of Bidding

4

CONTRACT
TO CLOSING
30 DAYS w/o
Contingencies

generating 10 times the activity in 30 days than the
property had experienced in the prior 18 months.”
DAVID WHITE
Seller, Club at Cordillera Residence
Vail Valley, COLORADO
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CUSTOMIZED MARKETING CAMPAIGN
A custom marketing and public relations campaign is created for each
property, with precise outreach towards the selected target markets
and online users who may be interested in the opportunity.
Online presence is key to building momentum for the auction. Our
social networking team ensures the property is visible online to luxury
buyers and agents with interest in the area or amenities — whether
or not they were previously searching for a property. We utilize social
website such as Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn, Flickr and YouTube,
keyword cost-per-click campaigns, search engine optimization and
other techniques to ensure our online presence s widespread. The
results of our social networking, public relations and marketing efforts
for each auction are tracked daily. Through use of analytic programs
such as Hubspot and Google Analytics, we stay abreast of how
prospects are becoming aware of the auction opportunity, where they
are from and how they are responding to our content.
Print marketing materials consist of a property information packet,
brochure, postcards and local, national and/or global advertising.

ADDITIONAL MARKETING Strategies
We recommend the following additional marketing strategies to
ensure the maximum value at auction:
•

Buyer incentive programs for registering with an opening bid

•

Scheduled open houses for four weeks prior to sale, hosted by
listing agent and Concierge representatives

•

An evening cocktail preview event approximately one week after
the exposure launch, with selected agents and buyers invited
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Teton Valley, Idaho
Rockin’ S Ranch
Sold for $4.18M
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PRESS EXPOSURE
Prior press exposure has been secured in the following national and international media outlets, among others.

Rubenstein public relations
To secure widespread, controlled media coverage for our company and clients,
we maintain a strategic affiliation with Rubenstein Public Relations (RPR). In
an age where the media have become the most powerful force in shaping
public opinion, making sure that your message is heard has never been more
important. For over two decades, RPR has been putting the power of publicity
to work for its clients, helping businesses and individuals grow and achieve
their communications objectives. RPR is recognized for its media expertise
and the ability to secure in-depth feature coverage in print, electronic and
digital outlets. RPR has assembled a first-class media department devoted
to pitching events and placing stories, a distinction that has earned respect
among peers in the industry.
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PREFERRED BY LUXURY
BROKERAGE FIRMS NATIONWIDE
Concierge is a preferred auction provider to luxury brokerage firms nationwide.
A sample of our past brokerage partners:

“I was very impressed with the way the auction was run
and the presentation of the process to the market.
I had been talking to my client about the opportunity
for the past few weeks, and it was fortuitous that the
timing was right and he was in town for the auction.
We didn’t have a definitive plan to participate, but at the
last minute he decided to move forward and ultimately
was the winner. It was a surprisingly eventful day, and I
was glad to be part of it.”
JOSHUA SASLOVE, JOSHUA & CO.
BUYER’S AGENT, FOX CROSSING
ASPEN, COLORADO
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BIDDER PARTICIPATION
Bidders are able to participate either in person or absentee. All registrants are
fully vetted to verify purchase ability. Historically 15% participate on an absentee
basis via one of the following methods:
•

Proxy — A representative, typically the bidder’s broker, attorney or a
Concierge team member, is granted the ability to bid on the client’s behalf
up to a pre-determined amount.

•

Phone — The bidder is on the telephone with a representative.

•

Internet — The bidder is bidding over the Internet, while watching live
video and/or listening to audio of the auction.

SEVENTY-TWO HOURS PRIOR TO AUCTION
The final 72 hours are critical to determining strategies for the hours and minutes
before the close of bidding. Weeks of interest manifest into registrations, opening
bids and pre-auction offers.
Our client services team works closely with every buyer prospect to gain insight
into their bidding motivation, intent for purchasing and high bid level. Based
on the number of interested parties and their motivation levels, we develop a
strategy to translate interest into bidding.
Pre-auction offers are sometimes received and are presented to the seller for
consideration. Typically the best strategy is to convert pre-auction offers into
committed opening bids.
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“My experience with the Concierge Team was top notch

AUCTION DAY

at every level. From the delivery of the auction sales

Auction Day is what it’s all about — the fruition of the excitement, the
activity and the payoff.

materials, to the auction itself, to the follow up for
The day begins as registered bidders and their representatives are

my client who bought during the auction, the attention

contacted by the Concierge team and confirmed they are registered
properly and prepared for bidding.

to detail and client satisfaction was impeccable. I would
As bidding ensues, the Concierge team encourages bid activity from

recommend them to any Seller looking to sell in this

each participant, engages competition and expertly extracts the highest
price for the property.

challenging market as well as Buyers looking for
Upon the close of bidding, the high bidder executes a contract and

GREAT opportunities. WELL DONE!”

posts a ten percent deposit.

JIM ALLISON, Coldwell Banker Maryl Realty
Buyer’s Agent, Lot 26, Kuki’o
Kona, Hawaii
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Case Studies

Kailua-Kona, Hawaii
Custom Designed By Cher
Sold for $8.72M
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Case study

PA GOMO AT GRAY HEAD
TELLURIDE, CO
Perfectly poised on a 35-acre site atop Deep Creek Mesa
above Telluride, Colorado, overlooking towering snow-capped
mountains and shimmering aspen tress, the “Pa Gomo” estate
— meaning “on the mountain” in a southern African dialect — is
a masterpiece of artful design. With more than 10,000 square
feet, the 5-bedroom home was designed by Jack Snow of
RKD Architects and offers both grand and intimate spaces in a
series of separate “pods”, all connecting to the main living area.
Concierge’s Pre-Sale Estimate was $10–15M (mid $12.5M). Over
50 showings were conducted, and 9 bidders participated. The
auction process resulted in the highest-priced sale in Telluride
in the past five years — $13,200,000, 106 percent of the PreSale Estimate, from an out-of-market buyer who appreciated the
quality construction and reputable architecture.

680 HAWN LANE
JULY 12, 2012

Case study

VILLA COLLINA
KNOXVILLE, TENNESSEE
This 36,000-square-foot riverfront residence in Knoxville,
Tennessee, was sold for the highest price ever in Knoxville.
Concierge’s Pre-Sale Estimate was $8–11M (mid $9.5M). The
auction received widespread press coverage including the Wall
Street Journal and the Knoxville News-Sentinel. In only three
weeks of exposure, 1,641 visitors viewed the website from
16 countries, 29 prospects were identified, and the property
went under contract prior to auction. The price was $9,500,000,
100 percent of the Pre-Sale Estimate, purchased by a notable
CEO who lived nearby and had previous interest in the home but
had never made an offer prior due to the high listing price.

5628 Lyons View Pike
May 26, 2011

Case study

THE EXQUISITE ‘COVE HOUSE’
DARIEN, Connecticut
This French Norman style estate on two waterfront acres in
exclusive Darien, Connecticut, received strong buyer interest from
the initial day the auction was announced. Its exquisite design
and desirable location — a mere 50 minutes to Manhattan —
coupled with a realistic, savvy seller, were the perfect auction
combination. Press exposure was secured from Forbes to LXTV
and along with widespread advertising resulted in 100 showings,
8 bidders and over 2,000 visits to the auction website from 13
countries and all US states. Concierge’s Pre-Sale Estimate was
$7–10M (mid $8.5M). The property sold for nearly $8,000,000,
94 percent of the Pre-Sale Estimate and the highest price
year-to-date in the Darien MLS.

17 Tokeneke Trail
June 25, 2011
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Case study

THE FOUR SEASONS HUALALAI
KONA, Hawaii
Located in the exclusive Four Seasons Hualalai in Kona, Hawaii,
this new residence owned and designed by Cher was never
previously offered for sale. Concierge’s Pre-Sale Estimate was
$8–12M (mid $10M). The auction received extensive press
coverage including the Wall Street Journal and the Los Angeles
Times. Over 34,000 visitors viewed the website from 126 countries.
42 interested prospects were identified, and eight registered
bidders participated from five US states, Japan and Switzerland.
The home sold for $8,720,000, 87.2 percent of the Pre-Sale
Estimate, purchased by a notable business owner from Arizona.

72-122 Lau’eki street
January 18, 2010

Case study

The strand at headlands
Dana point, California
This impeccable new construction residence in the luxurious
Orange County oceanfront community of The Strand at Headlands
in Dana Point, California, offers over 10,000 total square feet with
six bedrooms, eight baths, two half baths, a grand game room,
incredible ocean-view terraces and a private massage room and
spa. Concierge’s Pre-Sale Estimate was $8–11M (mid $9.5M). The
auction exposure efforts resulted in 9,279 visitors to the website
from 48 countries and all US states. 157 interested prospects were
identified. At the request of the buyer and seller, the sale price is
undisclosed, but the auction was a significant accomplishment,
with over 50% of the community still available for sale.
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7 White Water Lane
April 17, 2010

